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Hello, I read a lot here and like what I read.i live in Croatia and here is not able to get Swift's reboot guide. I contacted Swift several times, but no answer. I want to download 165 a-frames in the 2308 win for boar and red deer in Europe. Can someone help me with information or download
data or something Thank You Concerns Radovan Abramovich Hello, I read a lot here and like what I read.i live in Croatia and here is not able to get Swift's reboot guide. I contacted Swift several times, but no answer. I want to download 165 a-frames in the 2308 win for boar and red deer in
Europe. Can someone help me with information or download data or anything Thank You Concerns Radovan Abramovich I'm guessing you meant 308 Win, not 2308 Win in your post. If so, I would say that the two most popular powders in the U.S. for this caliber are the RL15 and Varget.
Do you have access to Hodgdon or Alliant powders? Philip Clayton - JKO HUNTING SAFARIS JKO HUNTING SAFARIS - SOUTH AFRICA, UGANDA, MOZAMBI-ZIMBABWE - Unsurpassed African experience since 2004 Email phil@jkosafaris.com Mobile No1 (480) 861-9232 - WhatsApp
No1 (480) 861-9232 Website www.jkosafaris.com Yes, I had 308 Winchester. I found several online stores, but no ship to Croatia. I have all the powders awailable here. I thought about Varget because of the stability of the tempo. The data load rate has a low speed and uses Norma
powders, which I don't prefer Yes I was referring to 308 Winchester. I found several online stores, but no ship to Croatia. I have all the powders awailable here. I thought about Varget because of the stability of the tempo. The data load rate has a low speed and uses Norma powders, which I
don't prefer .308 my son likes Varget with a number of bullets. My Swift guide shows the 43.2gr Varget as a starting load with 46.5gr as a maximum with a 165gr A-Frame. Philip Clayton - JKO HUNTING SAFARIS JKO HUNTING SAFARIS - SOUTH AFRICA, UGANDA, MOZAMBI -
Unrivalled African Experience since 2004 Email phil@jkosafaris.com Mobile No1 (480) 861-9232 - WhatsApp No1 (480) 861-9232 Website www.jkosafaris.com Great. With this load can it bring about 2750ich fps? Could you just share OAL? I use a quick frame of 180 in my 30-06 from the
norm, and it's the best I've seen so far. From 20 pigs to 130,000 wild boars all fell on the spot with the exit. Just try it in my 308. I bought one box of Norma 165, but they are too expensive. Well done. With this load can it bring about 2750ich fps? Could you just share OAL? I use a quick
frame of 180 in my 30-06 from the norm, and it's the best I've seen so far. From 20 pigs to 130,000 wild boars all fell on the spot with the exit. Just its in my 308. I bought one box of Norma 165, but they are too expensive. The download guide is basically in line with your speed expectations.
OAL they show only 2,810, which Spec. I don't remember working with them on my son's rifle. But in others I would usually place a bullet in the cannellure. This resulted in the round usually being shorter than the SAAMI length. Philip Clayton - JKO HUNTING SAFARIS - SOUTH AFRICA,
UGANDA, MOZAMBIQUE - Zimbabwe - Unmatched African Experience since 2004 Email phil@jkosafaris.com Mobile No 1 (480) 861-9232 - WhatsApp No 1 (480) 861-9232 website www.jkosafaris.com I'm guessing you meant 308 Win, not 2308 Win in your post. If so, I would say that the
two most popular powders in the U.S. for this caliber are the RL15 and Varget. Do you have access to Hodgdon or Alliant powders? Yes, I meant 308 Winchester. I found several online stores, but no ship to Croatia. I have all the powders awailable here. I thought about Varget because of
the stability of the tempo. The data load rate has a low speed and uses Norma Powders, which I don't prefer FYI (and it may not be important for your choice, but can help with finding load data): Norma 203B is the same powder as the Alliant RL15 - manufactured at the same plant
(Eurenco Bofors), but sold to different vendors, and therefore marketed under different brands. The download guide is basically in line with your speed expectations. OAL they show only 2.810, which is SAAMI specification. I don't remember working with them on my son's rifle. But in others I
would usually place a bullet in the cannellure. This resulted in the round usually being shorter than the SAAMI length. Is there an exact 2520 listed in the guide? I have a lot of it (Lovex 73.6) and it shows great speed. Is there an exact 2520 listed in the guide? I have a lot of it (Lovex 73.6)
and it shows great speed. They only list IMR, Hodgdon and Alliant powders, so unfortunately not. Philip Clayton - JKO HUNTING SAFARIS JKO HUNTING SAFARIS - SOUTH AFRICA, UGANDA, MOZAMBI - SYSWEA - Unsurpassed African experience since 2004 Email
phil@jkosafaris.com Mobile No.1 (480) 861-9232 - WhatsApp No.1 (480) 861-9232 Website www.jkosafaris.com Philip Clayton - J HUNTING JKO SAFARIS MOZAMBIQUE - SYSWEA - Unsurpassed African experience since 2004 Email phil@jkosafaris.com Mobile No. 1 (480) 861-9232 -
WhatsApp No 1 (480) 861-9232 Website www.jkosafaris.com As aside, I really want Swift to publish her load data online as Nosler. I'm really outraged at having to buy a book as well as shells - especially here in SA, where everything is twice the price of the US. As a aside, I really wish
Swift would publish their load data online as Nosler. I really resent having to buy a book as well as shells -- especially here in SA, where everyone in times more expensive than the United States. With A-Frames, I'd use powder manufacturers websites. Chances are they won't have a-frame
listed, but if you choose a bullet bullet similar build, you can get a starting load. Also, I'm happy to look for it for you in my guide. I have on my computer that bought a disk with it. Don't know why they don't just make it available for download. Philip Clayton - JKO HUNTING SAFARIS JKO
HUNTING SAFARIS - SOUTH AFRICA, UGANDA, MESWEMA - Unrivalled African Experience since 2004 Email phil@jkosafaris.com Mobile No. 1 (480) 861-9232 - WhatsApp No 1 (480) 861-9232 website www.jkosafaris.com I have both guides as well (hard copies), and don't mind the
load for those who need them Thanks Gents. Would like to see Scirocco 165gr 30-06 loads if you get the chance of Philip Clayton - representative of JKO HUNTING SAFARIS JKO HUNTING SAFARIS - SOUTH AFRICA, UGANDA, MESSWE - SYSWE - Unsurpassed African experience
since 2004 Email phil@jkosafaris.com Mobile No. 1 (480) 861-9232 - WhatsApp No 1 (480) 861-9232 Website www.jkosafaris.com Got It Phoenix Phil - thank you very much Hello, Is it possible for someone to share Swift A Frame load data on 375 H'H, as well as what would be the
recommended powder? Currently, most people recharging in southern Africa have moved to Hodgdon or IMR. Thanks in advance Page 2 Hello, is it possible for someone to share Swift A Frame load data on 375 H'H, as well as what will be the recommended powder? Currently, most
people recharging in southern Africa have moved to Hodgdon or IMR. Thank you in advance Swift A Frame 270gr (this will help) Jenny, I use H-4350 for my 300 Gr. SAFs), however it is not listed for 270 (s). My book shows three Hodgdon powders of H-380,H-4895 and Varget. Which of
these powders do you have? What length of barrel do you use? Jenny, I use the H-4350 for my 300 Gr. SAFs), however it is not listed for 270 (c). My book shows three Hodgdon powders of H-380,H-4895 and Varget. Which of these powders do you have? What length of barrel do you use?
Hi it seems we have the H-4895 and Varget available, the trunk length is 24 Thank you, I have never tried the H4895, but I will soon because it will not shrink and should give good speed. I'm just looking for an alternative to compressing my IMR4350. In addition, the H414 gives the
maximum speed in all my load guides for 300 grain loads, but will be slightly compressed as well. Speed is good, but what load gives you better accuracy? The combination of these two factors is something I strive for. My H414 load at 2525 gives me about 1 inch or just over 100 yards,
which I am good enough. I would add that I never loaded a fast bullet (never need a premium like my state shotgun only), but I shoot and recharge a lot. I was just saying that the powders from the hodgon I used and what I liked and disliked about them. Sent to you with the information
you're looking for I'm in the process of working up to .308 load with 165g-Frame right now. I did some initial load with the RL-17 this morning. It's not in manual, but Alliant online shows some loads (for Speer 165 BTSP at COL 2.800 minimum). Max 50.0 grains are said to make 2,739 fps
with Speer. Three 165 AF at COL 2.770 loaded on 49.0 RL17 on a .75 from 22 franks per 100 meters. One (only) ran 2,699 fps using mv3 (Magnetospeed). It's a compressed load - the powder is about half way up the neck. I only downloaded one on 49.5 grains. It ran 2734 fps (MV3). The
temperature was 70-F. No sign of pressure with any that I could see (in this particular rifle). The F210 primers had rounded edges. More tests are needed. I plan to download handfull on 49.5 grain RL17 in the same COL and see how they do. Note that in this COL, the base of the 165 AF is
slightly below the bottom of the neck. I'm waiting for a threaded case (arriving tomorrow) to see what Max's camera is up in Frankie. GA Hunter 2/2/2019: ...... Tell your outfitter and PH that a big kudu will mean a lot. Then go enjoy and take what the bush has to offer. Oh - brass for the
above was the new 308W Lapua. A large primer. GA Hunter 2/2/2019: ...... Tell your outfitter and PH that a big kudu will mean a lot. Then go enjoy and take what the bush has to offer. Well done. With this load can it bring about 2750ich fps? Could you just share OAL? I use a quick frame of
180 in my 30-06 from the norm, and it's the best I've seen so far. From 20 pigs to 130,000 wild boars all fell on the spot with the exit. Just try it in my 308. I bought one box of Norma 165, but they are too expensive. That's funny. In the U.S., Swift is about 2X price Norma Oryx. You guys
abroad could look at loaddata.com. For about 30USD annual membership, you will get access to a lot of factory load data (Norma, Swift, Barnes, Hornady, Berger, Nosler, Speer, Sierra, and quite a few others). About the only common bullets I've ever seen are any load data there's
Woodley. Only accurate rifles are interesting. - Townsend Whelen Theory, which is good on paper but does not work in real life is a terrible theory. Reality is always the ultimate arbiter. Norma loads the Swift A-Frame in some Sergeant Winter calibers, starting with a .308 diameter, but a
quick search on Ammoseek is not found for sale in the U.S. for that list with Ammoseek. Norma also loads some calibers with Swift Scirocco II shells, a similar search on Ammoseek appeared by several retailers with Norma 6.5CM ammunition loaded with Swift Scirocco II available in the
U.S. that list with Ammoseek. We see a very narrow portion of the full List of Norma ammunition variants available for retail in the U.S. compared to other parts of the world. Norma 2019 pdf When the student is ready, it will appear Shootist, lapua 308 brass can be thicker than Winchester or
rem, and as such to keep less powder, or give more pressure for for Powder. Bruce. That's funny. In the U.S., Swift is about 2X price Norma Oryx. You guys abroad could look at loaddata.com. For about 30USD annual membership, you will get access to a lot of factory load data (Norma,
Swift, Barnes, Hornady, Berger, Nosler, Speer, Sierra, and quite a few others). About the only common bullets I've ever seen are any load data there's Woodley. Fast to the cost in SA too especially footage of a fast 9.3 slug about an ounce of $3.00 per unit here in an ounce they still stand
where applicable. Bruce. Absolutely, and thanks for the reminder! I almost never use Rem or Winchester brass for a reboot. I was very pleased with the quality of Norma/Nosler and this is what I usually buy. Just decided to go with Lapua for .308. (I use Aussie surplus 7.62x51 brass for 7.62
gas cannons, which is even heavier than the Lapua 308 or LC - but not by much.) I make it a point to weigh and write down the weight of the event when I get a new brand or a lot. Only now checking against some shot Norma .308 brass (with a plant 165g Oryx), there is a significant
difference in the case of weight. Laupa at 175 euros grain vs decapped Norma at 166ish. It may be worth checking out if there is more room in Norma's brass. (Since I left the room.) Shootist, lapua 308 brass can be thicker than Winchester or rem, and as such hold less powder, or give
more pressure for the same powder. Bruce. GA Hunter 2/2/2019: ...... Tell your outfitter and PH that a big kudu will mean a lot. Then go enjoy and take what the bush has to offer.
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